Theos_SL
Version: 1
Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q1] How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
-[q1_8]

-[q1_2]

Science is the only way of getting
reliable knowledge about the world

-[q1_9]

-[q1_3]

Science will be able to explain
everything one day
The dangers of science outweigh its
benefits

-[q1_10]

-[q1_5]

Science is only able to explain part of
reality

-[q1_12]

-[q1_6]

Science makes our way of life change
too fast

-[q1_13]

-[q1_4]

<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

-[q1_11]

There are some
things science will
never be able to
explain
Science can
sometimes damage
people’s sense of
morality
Science has nothing
to say about ethics
Science is less
affected by bias and
error than other
human activities
Science changes too
much to be
completely
trustworthy
Science cannot tell
you how to live your
life

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q14] For each of the following statements, please indicate whether you think it is:
-[q14_1]
-[q14_2]
-[q14_3]
-[q14_4]
-[q14_5]
-[q14_6]
-[q14_7]
-[q14_8]

Electrons are smaller than atoms
All radioactivity is man made
All plants and animals have DNA
More than half of human genes are identical to those of mice
The cloning of living things produces genetically identical copies
Lasers work by focusing sound waves
By eating a genetically modified fruit, a person’s genes could also become
modified
The oxygen we breathe comes from plants
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It is the mother’s genes that determine the sex of the child
Definitely true
Probably true
Probably false
Definitely false
Don’t know

-[q14_9]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<99>

#order: randomize

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q15a] For each of the following statements, please indicate whether you think it is:
-[q15a_1]

Muslims believe that the Qur’an was
revealed to Mohammed by an angel
-[q15b_1]
-[q15c_1]
-[q15d_1]

-[q15d_2]
-[q15a_6]

The Qur’an is written in Arabic

-[q15d_6]

-[q15e_2]

-[q15e_9]

<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<99>

Buddha means
‘enlightened one’
Hindus believe in
reincarnation
King Solomon was
the son of King
David in the Bible
Jews worship Moses
as divine
The holiest part of
the Jewish Bible is
called the Torah
Christians believe
that Jesus was
resurrected on Good
Friday
The Immaculate
Conception refers to
the belief that Mary
was a virgin when
she gave birth to
Jesus

Definitely true
Probably true
Probably false
Definitely false
Don’t know

Base: All
Question type: Multiple
#row order: randomize
[q2a] Which, if any, of the following do you agree with ...? Please tick all that apply
<1>

Religion is a set of beliefs about the physical world (e.g. nature and the
universe)
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<2>
<3>
<4>
<99 fixed xor>

Religion is a set of beliefs about spiritual issues (e.g. God, the soul)
Religion is a set of cultural practices and rituals
Religion is a set of beliefs about morality
None of the above

Base: Those who agree with at least one statement
Question type: Single
#Question display logic:
if len(q2a)>1
[q2b] Which ONE statement do you agree with MOST strongly?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>

Religion is a set of beliefs about the physical world (e.g. nature and the
universe)
Religion is a set of beliefs about spiritual issues (e.g. God, the soul)
Religion is a set of cultural practices and rituals
Religion is a set of beliefs about morality

#option display logic:
<1> - If [q2a] - Religion is a set of beliefs about the physical world (e.g. nature and the
universe) is selected
And <2> - If [q2a] - Religion is a set of beliefs about spiritual issues (e.g. God, the soul)
is selected
And <3> - If [q2a] - Religion is a set of cultural practices and rituals is selected
And <4> - If [q2a] - Religion is a set of beliefs about morality is selected
[if 1 in q2a and 2 in q2a and 3 in q2a and 4 in q2a]

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q2c] How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements about religion?
-[q2c_2]
-[q2c_3]
-[q2c_4]
-[q2c_5]
-[q2c_6]
-[q2c_7]
-[q2c_8]
-[q2c_9]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

Belief in miracles is an essential part of religion
Religion has no place in the modern world
All religions have some element of truth in them
Religion has nothing helpful to say about ethics
Religion is comparable to the smallpox virus but harder to
eradicate
Religion is a form of child abuse
Humans are at heart spiritual beings
Religion is about how you live your life and not about what you
believe
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know
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Base: Those answering about faith
Question type: Scale
[q4a] On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is “completely incompatible” and 10 is “completely
compatible”, please indicate where you think is the relationship between science and faith
Range: 1 - Completely Incompatible 1 ~ 10 10 - Completely Compatible
Not Sure

Base: Those answering about Christianity
Question type: Scale
[q4b] On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is “completely incompatible” and 10 is “completely
compatible”, please indicate where you think is the relationship between science and
Christianity
Range: 1 - Completely Incompatible 1 ~ 10 10 - Completely Compatible
Not Sure

Base: Those answering about Islam
Question type: Scale
[q4c] On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is “completely incompatible” and 10 is “completely
compatible”, please indicate where you think is the relationship between science and Islam
Range: 1 - Completely Incompatible 1 ~ 10 10 - Completely Compatible
Not Sure

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q7] Irrespective of your own beliefs, please tick whether you think the following
statements are compatible or incompatible with science. If you think science has nothing to
say about them, tick not applicable
-[q7_1]
-[q7_2]

God exists
Humans are made in God’s image

-[q7_9]
-[q7_10]

-[q7_3]
-[q7_4]

It is possible for miracles to occur
Human beings have a soul

-[q7_11]
-[q7_12]

-[q7_5]

-[q7_13]

-[q7_6]

The creation story in the book of Genesis
is factually accurate
There is a plan to the universe

-[q7_7]
-[q7_8]

Jesus was resurrected from the dead
Humans exist in some form after death

-[q7_15]
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-[q7_14]

Humans are unique
Mohammed received the
Qur’an as a revelation from
God
Jesus is the son of God
Supernatural or spiritual
forces exist
Prayer works
Humans are reincarnated
after they die
Humans are spiritual beings

<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

Completely compatible
Broadly compatible
Neither compatible nor incompatible
Broadly incompatible
Completely incompatible
Not applicable, science has nothing to say about this

Base: All
Question type: Scale
[q3] On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is “completely incompatible” and 10 is “completely
compatible”, please indicate where you think is the relationship between science and
religion
Range: 1 - Completely Incompatible 1 ~ 10 10 - Completely Compatible
Not Sure

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q5] How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
-[q5_1]
-[q5_2]

-[q5_3]

-[q5_4]
-[q5_12]

You can’t be a good scientist and be
religious
Science answers the ‘how’ questions
whereas religion answers the ‘why’
questions
Christianity played an important part of
the rise of science
Science has disproved religion
Science is the only thing needed to
solve climate change

-[q5_8]

Science disproves
the Bible

-[q5_10]

Science can answer
big questions about
life and meaning

-[q5_13]

Science disproves
the Qur'an
Science disproves
the idea that humans
have free will
Science is
compatible with
belief in an afterlife

-[q5_14]

-[q5_6]

Science ultimately needs faith to work

-[q5_7]

Scientists should be open to
considering miracles in their
explanations
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>
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-[q5_15]

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q6] How confident are you that you understand the basics of the following areas of
science?
-[q6_1]
-[q6_2]
-[q6_3]
-[q6_5]
-[q6_6]
-[q6_7]
-[q6_8]
-[q6_9]
-[q6_10]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>

The theory of evolution
The idea of the Big Bang
The basics of medical science
Chemistry
Climate change
Psychology, the scientific study of the human mind
Neuroscience, the scientific study of the human brain
Ecology, the branch of biology that deals with organisms and
their physical surroundings.
Geology
Very confident
Fairly confident
Not very confident
Not at all confident

Base: Those answering about religion
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
#SPD Category: religion
[q8a] How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements about different
sciences?
-[q8a_1]
-[q8a_2]
-[q8a_3]

-[q8a_5]
-[q8a_6]
-[q8a_7]
-[q8a_8]
-[q8a_9]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

The theory of the Big Bang makes it hard to be religious
The more we understand the human brain through
neuroscience the harder it is to be religious
The more we understand the human body through medical
science the harder it is to be religious
Our understanding of the human mind through psychology
makes it hard to be religious
The more we know about the universe through astronomy and
cosmology, the harder it is to be religious
Our understanding of the world through chemistry makes it
hard to be religious
Our understanding of climate science makes it hard to be
religious
The science of geology makes it hard to be religious
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

Base: Those answering about Christianity
Question type: Grid
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#row order: randomize
#SPD Category: religion
[q8b] How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements about different
sciences?
-[q8b_1]
-[q8b_2]
-[q8b_3]

-[q8b_5]
-[q8b_6]
-[q8b_7]
-[q8b_8]
-[q8b_9]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

The theory of the Big Bang makes it hard to be a Christian
The more we understand the human brain through
neuroscience the harder it is to be a Christian
The more we understand the human body through medical
science the harder it is to be a Christian
Our understanding of the human mind through psychology
makes it hard to be a Christian
The more we know about the universe through astronomy and
cosmology, the harder it is to be a Christian
Our understanding of the world through chemistry makes it
hard to be a Christian
Our understanding of climate science makes it hard to be a
Christian
The science of geology makes it hard to be a Christian
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

Base: Those answering about belief in God
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
#SPD Category: religion
[q8c] How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements about different
sciences?
-[q8c_1]
-[q8c_2]
-[q8c_3]

-[q8c_5]
-[q8c_6]
-[q8c_7]
-[q8c_8]
-[q8c_9]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>

The theory of the Big Bang makes it hard to be a Muslim
The more we understand the human brain through
neuroscience the harder it is to be a Muslim
The more we understand the human body through medical
science the harder it is to be a Muslim
Our understanding of the human mind through psychology
makes it hard to be a Muslim
The more we know about the universe through astronomy and
cosmology, the harder it is to be a Muslim
Our understanding of the world through chemistry makes it
hard to be a Muslim
Our understanding of climate science makes it hard to be a
Muslim
The science of geology makes it hard to be a Muslim
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
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<99>

Don’t know

Base: Those answering about faith
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q8d] How far do you agree or disagree with the following statements about different
sciences?
-[q8d_1]
-[q8d_2]

The theory of the Big Bang makes it hard to be an atheist
The more we understand the human brain through
neuroscience the harder it is to be an atheist
The more we understand the human body through medical
science the harder it is to be an atheist

-[q8d_3]

-[q8d_5]
-[q8d_6]
-[q8d_7]
-[q8d_8]
-[q8d_9]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

Our understanding of the human mind through psychology
makes it hard to be an atheist
The more we know about the universe through astronomy and
cosmology, the harder it is to be an atheist
Our understanding of the world through chemistry makes it
hard to be an atheist
Our understanding of climate science makes it hard to be an
atheist
The science of geology makes it hard to be an atheist
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
#SPD Category: religion
[q9] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about evolution,
the idea that different species developed from earlier forms of life.
-[q9_1]

There is strong, reliable evidence to
support the theory of evolution

-[q9_7]

-[q9_2]

Plants and animals have developed
over time from simpler life forms
Humans have developed over time
from simpler life forms

-[q9_8]

-[q9_4]

I have difficulty believing in the theory
of evolution

-[q9_10]

-[q9_6]

The theory of evolution cannot explain
the existence of morality

-[q9_12]

-[q9_3]
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-[q9_9]

Only animals evolve
over time, not
humans
The earth is billions
of years old
God created the
universe, the Earth,
and all of life within
the past 10,000
years
It is possible to
believe in God and
in evolution
The theory of
evolution is unable

to explain human
consciousness
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know

Base: those who have difficulty believing in the theory of evolution
Question type: Multiple
#row order: randomize
#Question display logic:
if q9_4 in [1,2]
[q10] Why do you have difficulty believing in the theory of evolution? Please tick all that
apply
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>
<8>
<9>
<96 fixed>
<99 fixed xor>

I find it difficult to believe that humans evolved
I find it difficult to believe that animals evolved
I find it difficult to believe that plants have evolved
I find it difficult to believe that all life, including humans, has a common
origin
I find it difficult to believe that that humans and apes share a common
ancestor
I find it difficult to believe in the timescale of millions of years necessary for
evolution
I find it difficult to believe because evolutionary science isn't as scientific as
other branches of science
I find it difficult to believe because there are competing theories about
evolution within science research communities
I find it difficult to believe what evolutionary science is/means
Other
Don’t know

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q11] For each of the following, do you think...?
-[q11_1]
-[q11_2]
-[q11_3]
-[q11_4]
-[q11_5]
-[q11_6]
-[q11_7]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

Stem cell research
Nuclear power
Genetically Modified crops
Renewable energy
Nanotechnology
Vaccination
Animal testing for medical research
Benefits far outweigh the risks
Benefits slightly outweigh the risks
The risks and benefits are about the same
Risks slightly outweigh the benefits
Risks far outweigh the benefits
I don’t know what this is
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Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q12] How morally acceptable or wrong do you personally believe each of the following is?
-[q12_1]
-[q12_2]
-[q12_3]
-[q12_4]
-[q12_5]
-[q12_6]
-[q12_7]
-[q12_8]
-[q12_9]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

Using and then destroying human embryos if doing so helps scientists find
cures for disease
Creating a baby that is a clone of another person
Using genetic engineering to create a baby that is smarter, physically
stronger or better looking
Medical research that uses stem cells from sources that do NOT involve
human embryos
Use of reproductive technologies to identify diseases in the womb
Euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide
Using IVF (in vitro fertilisation: when an egg is fertilized by sperm in a test
tube or elsewhere outside the body)
Having an abortion for any reason
Having an abortion if there is a strong chance of serious defect in the baby
Always morally acceptable
Morally acceptable in most cases, with exceptions,
Not a moral issue
Morally wrong in most cases, with exceptions
Always morally wrong
Not aware of the issue / can’t comment

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
[q13] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
-[q13_1]
-[q13_2]
-[q13_3]
-[q13_4]
-[q13_6]
-[q13_7]
-[q13_8]
-[q13_9]
-[q13_10]
-[q13_11]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<99>

I would like to live forever if scientists were able to engineer it
I believe that one day robots will have a soul
I would like to be cryogenically frozen after my death so I can
be revived centuries later
I would like to clone myself if I could
I believe that one day we will have to extend human rights to
robots
If there were a ‘morality pill’ that could make us good, I would
take it.
I would prefer a robot to conduct surgery on me than a human
surgeon
I would be reluctant to get in a self-driving car
Coronavirus (Covid-19) has caused me to think more deeply
about religious issues
I would consider getting an Artificial Intelligence (AI)
companion in the future
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Don’t know
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Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q25] Which ONE of these statements comes closest to describing your upbringing?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>
<8>
<9>
<99>

I was brought up in a practising Christian household
I was brought up in a cultural or non-practising Christian household
I was brought up in a non-religious household
I was brought up in a practising Muslim household
I was brought up in a cultural Muslim household
I was brought up in a practising Jewish household
I was brought up in a cultural Jewish household
I was brought up in a practising Hindu household
I was brought up in a cultural Hindu household
None of the above

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if pdl.profile_religion.last > months(6) and updated
[Varlabel - Religion]
[profile_religion] Do you regard yourself as belonging to any particular religion, and if so, to
which of these do you belong?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<17>
<18>

<19>

<7>

No, I do not regard myself as belonging to
any particular religion.
Yes - Church of
England/Anglican/Episcopal
Yes - Roman Catholic
Yes - Presbyterian/Church of Scotland
Yes - Methodist
Yes - Baptist
Yes – Orthodox Christian
Yes - Pentecostal (e.g. Assemblies of
God, Elim Pentecostal Church, New
Testament Church of God, Redeemed
Christian Church of God)
Yes - Evangelical – independent/nondenominational (e.g. FIEC, Pioneer,
Vineyard, Newfrontiers)
Yes - United Reformed Church

<8>

Yes - Free Presbyterian

<9>

Yes - Brethren

<10>
<11>
<12>
<13>
<14>
<15>

Yes - Judaism
Yes - Hinduism
Yes - Islam
Yes - Sikhism
Yes - Buddhism
Yes - Other

<16>

Prefer not to say

Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q16] Which best describes your beliefs about God?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>

I know God really exists and I have no doubts about it
While I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in God
I find myself believing in God some of the time, but not at others
I don’t believe in a personal God, but I do believe in a higher Power of
some kind
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<5>
<6>

I don’t know whether there is a God and I don’t believe there is any way to
find out
I don’t believe in God

Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q17] Which ONE of these statements comes closest to describing your feelings about the
Bible? The Bible is...?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>

The actual word of God and to be taken literally, word for word
The inspired word of God but not everything should be taken literally, word
for word
A useful book of guidance and advice for our lives but not the Word of God
Beautiful literature but otherwise irrelevant to us today
An irrelevant collection of ancient myths
I do not have a view on this

Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q18] Which ONE of these statements comes closest to describing your feelings about the
Qur’an? The Qur’an is...?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>

The actual word of God and to be taken literally, word for word
The inspired word of God but not everything should be taken literally, word
for word
Is a useful book of guidance and advice for our lives but not the Word of
God
Is beautiful literature but otherwise irrelevant to us today
Is an irrelevant collection of ancient myths
I do not have a view on this

Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q19] How often, if at all, do you attend religious services (apart from weddings and funerals)
in normal times (before the Covid-19 pandemic)?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>

Once a week or more
Less often but at least once in two weeks
Less often but at least once a month
Less than once a month
Never or practically never

Base: Those attanding religious services
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
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#Question display logic:
If [q19] - Once a week or more or Less often but at least once in two weeks or Less
often but at least once a month or Less than once a month, is selected [if q19 in
[1,2,3,4]]
[q20] Again in normal times (before Covid-19), when you attend religious services, how often
do they include people speaking in tongues, prophesying, praying for miraculous or divine
healings, or displaying physical signs of the Spirit such as laughing and shaking? Would you
say...
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>

Always
Frequently
Occasionally
Never

Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q21] How often do you pray?
<6>
<5>
<4>
<3>
<2>
<1>

Several times a day
Once a day
Several times a week
Every week
Occasional (less than once a week)
Never

Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q26] Which best describes whether and how your beliefs about God have changed?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>

I have always believed in God
I believe in God now but have not always done so
I used to believe in God but I no longer do so
I have never believed in God
I don’t know whether there is a God

Base: All
Question type: Single
#SPD Category: religion
[q22] Outside of attending religious services, how often do you read holy texts (e.g. Bible,
Qur’an, Gitas, etc)?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>

Every day
Less often but at least once or more a week
Less often but at least once a month
Less than once a month
Never or practically never
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<99>

Don’t know

Base: All
Question type: Grid
#row order: randomize
#SPD Category: religion
[q23b] Please tick to what extent you believe in each of the following.
-[q23b_1]
-[q23b_2]
-[q23b_3]
-[q23b_4]
-[q23b_5]
-[q23b_6]
-[q23b_7]
-[q23b_8]
-[q23b_9]
-[q23b_10]
-[q23b_11]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>

Life after death
Heaven
Hell
Religious miracles
Reincarnation
Nirvana
Angels
Ghosts
The power of prayer
The healing power of crystals
Supernatural power of ancestors
Definitely
Probably
Probably not
Definitely not

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if 0
[Varlabel - Gender]
[profile_gender] Are you...?
<1>
<2>

Male
Female

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if 0
[Varlabel - Age]
[age] What is your age?

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if 0
[Varlabel - Region lived]
[profile_GOR] Which area of the UK do you live in?
<1>

North East

<8>
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South East

<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>

North West
Yorkshire and the Humber
East Midlands
West Midlands
East of England
London

<9>
<10>
<11>
<12>
<13 if 0>

South West
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
Non UK & Invalid

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if 0
[Varlabel - Ethnicity]
[ethnicity_new] What ethnic group best describes you? Please select one option only. (We
ask the question in this way so that it is consistent with Census definitions.)
<1>

English / Welsh / Scottish / Northern Irish /
British
Irish
Gypsy or Irish Traveller
Any other White background
White and Black Caribbean
White and Black African

<11>

Bangladeshi

<12>
<13>
<14>
<15>
<16>

<9>

White and Asian
Any other Mixed / Multiple ethnic
background
Indian

<17>
<18
fixed>
<19
fixed>

Chinese
Any other Asian background
African
Caribbean
Any other Black / African /
Caribbean background
Arab
Any other ethnic group

<10>

Pakistani

<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>
<8>

Prefer not to say

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if 0
[Varlabel - Social Grade (Chief Income Earner) A / B / C1 / C2 / D / E]
[profile_socialgrade_cie] Social Grade
<1> Varlabel:A
<2> Varlabel:B
<3> Varlabel:C1
<4> Varlabel:C2
<5> Varlabel:D
<6> Varlabel:E
<7> Varlabel:Refused
<8>
Varlabel:Unknown

A
B
C1
C2
D
E
Refused
Unknown

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if pdl.profile_gross_household.last > months(6) and updated
[Varlabel - Income - gross household]
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[profile_gross_household] Gross HOUSEHOLD income is the combined income of all
those earners in a household from all sources, including wages, salaries, or rents and before
tax deductions. What is your gross household income?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>

under £5,000 per year
£5,000 to £9,999 per year
£10,000 to £14,999 per year
£15,000 to £19,999 per year
£20,000 to £24,999 per year

<10>
<11>
<12>
<13>
<14>

<6>
<7>
<8>
<9>

£25,000 to £29,999 per year
£30,000 to £34,999 per year
£35,000 to £39,999 per year
£40,000 to £44,999 per year

<15>
<16>
<17>

£45,000 to £49,999 per year
£50,000 to £59,999 per year
£60,000 to £69,999 per year
£70,000 to £99,999 per year
£100,000 to £149,999 per
year
£150,000 and over
Don't know
Prefer not to answer

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if pdl.profile_work_type.last > months(6) and updated
[Varlabel - Work type]
[profile_work_type] Please tell us which one of the following options best describes the sort
of work you do. (If you are not working now, please tell us what you did in your last job.)
<1>

<2>

<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>
<8>
<9>

Professional or higher technical work / higher managerial - work that
requires at least degree-level qualifications (e.g. doctor, accountant,
schoolteacher, university lecturer, social worker, systems analyst)
Manager or Senior Administrator / intermediate managerial / professional
(e.g. company director, finance manager, personnel manager, senior sales
manager, senior local government officer)
Clerical/junior managerial/professional/administrator (e.g. office worker,
student doctor, sales person, clerk, secretary, student teacher)
Sales or Services (e.g. commercial traveller, shop assistant, nursery nurse,
care assistant, paramedic)
Foreman or Supervisor of Other Workers (e.g. building site foreman,
supervisor of cleaning workers)
Skilled Manual Work (e.g. plumber, electrician, fitter)
Semi-Skilled or Unskilled Manual Work (e.g. machine operator, assembler,
postman, waitress, cleaner, labourer, driver, bar-worker, call centre worker)
Other
Have never worked

Question type: Grid
[q24] What, if any, is the highest qualification you have in each of the following broad
subjects?
-[q24_1]
-[q24_2]
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>

Science (inc. biology, chemistry, physics, engineering, medicine, maths
etc.)
Religion (inc. religious studies, education, theology)
No qualification
GCSE / Scottish Standard Grade
A Levels / Scottish Highers/ IB
Undergraduate Degree or technical qualification
Master’s Degree
Doctorate (Ph.D)
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<99>

Not sure

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if pdl.profile_education_age.last > months(12) and updated
[Varlabel - Age finished education]
[profile_education_age] At what age did you finish full-time education?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>

15 or under
16
17-18
19
20+
Still at school/Full time student
Can't remember

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if pdl.partyid_2017.last > months(6) and updated
[partyid_2017] Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as Labour, Conservative, Liberal
Democrat or what?
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>

Conservative
Labour
Liberal Democrat
Scottish National Party (SNP)
Plaid Cymru
UK Independence Party (UKIP)

<7>

Green

<98>
<97>
<99>

Other
No – None
Don't know

Question type: Pdl
#Question display logic:
if pdl.media_source_main.last > months(6) and updated
[Varlabel - Main source of news]
[media_source_main] Which, if any, of the following sources do you consider to be your
MAIN/PRIMARY source of news? Please select one option only.
<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>
<8>
<9>
<97 fixed xor>
<96 fixed xor>

A printed copy of a newspaper
A newspaper's website
A news website not associated with a newspaper
A news app on a mobile or tablet device
Email newsletters or RSS feeds
Social network websites
Blogs not associated with major media organisations
Television
Radio
None of the above
Don't know
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